
FT Technologies Ltd, based in Teddington, 
Middlesex, had started out supplying 
electronics to the defence industry. An 
opportunity to use the technology in the wind 
industry has seen the company grow from 
strength to strength. Initially, the number of 
customers and volume of orders were low. 
The company knew that their collection of 
Excel spreadsheets and Access databases 
were not a viable long-term solution, with 
double data entry a common occurrence and 
poor visibility/traceability. They selected 
123insight in 2004, initially implementing it for 
stock control with a view to moving onto 
purchasing. The system worked well for the 
areas it was covering, but as the business 
was starting to boom, little time was available 
to expand 123insight’s implementation 
across the company.

Said David Walch, Operations 
Director; “The first introduction 
o f  1 2 3 i n s i g h t  w a s  t h e 
warehouse, and getting stock 
onto the system. Once that was 
up and running we started to 
u s e  i t  f o r  p u r c h a s i n g . 
Subsequently we started using 
works orders for production so 
that we could issue stock from 
the stores into production and 
consume it. We essentially did 
the installation in stages. When 
I came on board nearly three 
years ago we had a situation 
where we were using the 
system in bits, but not using it 

end-to-end. We had many disparate 
systems; planning was going on in Excel 

spreadsheets ,  we had 
production managed by 
d i f f e r e n t  E x c e l 
spreadsheets, we had an 
SQL database controlling 
our sales orders etc.”

Key staff from different 
departments in FT met to 
work out a strategy for 
expanding 123insight’s 
reach. Said David; “We 
stood back and looked at 
where we were using key  
p e o p l e  f r o m  e a c h 
department. We had a 
look at all of the current 
processes,  and then  
spoke to 123 Insight’s 
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Key Benefits/Changes:

Ÿ Reduced stockholding by 
over £1m

Ÿ Gradual rollout, assisted 
by 123 Insight Customer 
Care Team

Ÿ Consolidated several 
different systems

Ÿ Handling more customers 
than before, with 33% 
reduction in lead times

Ÿ Service and Repair plus 
advanced serial tracking 
give full product history

Ÿ Scalable licencing

In 2004 FT Technologies were moving from Defence Electronics to measurement instruments for the 
wind industry. The company has experienced rapid expansion, in line with the wind sector. They 
implemented 123insight that year, covering stores and purchasing, but delayed a complete rollout due 
to strong growth. When Operations Director David Walch joined in 2012 the company reconfirmed 
123insight’s suitability and pressed ahead with full implementation. As part of our ‘10 years on’ series 
we revisited them in 2015 to see how their business has evolved and benefited by using 123insight.
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Customer Care team to see where we were 
at in terms of installation and how much 
further we needed to go. We had a very warm 
reception - very helpful. They came on-site 
and helped us review where we were at. We'd 
made good progress and what we needed to 
do was look at the whole process end-to-end 
from sales order entry right through to 
despatch. Over six months we reviewed the 
whole system, refining the data and getting 
the planning modules working. It helped 
having the support of the Customer Care 
team; onsite with us working through the 
issues and clarifying the system options. For 
example, working through the planning 
parameters and deciding how best to apply 
structures and replenishment mechanisms 
for our products. A lot of our products are 
standard, so we can build a ‘vanilla’ product 
and hold it in stock. We've put in a more 
robust mechanism for making sure it's 
always available for customers. So as 
opposed to customers placing an order and 
us starting the manufacturing process we're 
making a fairly standard product which gets 
customised at later stages. We're using the 
system to ensure that we have consistent 
levels of  s tock which we replenish 
continually.”

Although FT had been using 123insight for 
some time it was only after implementing the 
system across other areas and focussing on 
their supply chain that significant savings in 
purchasing and stock control were realised. 
Noted David; “In the early days we put stock 
onto the system but because we didn't add 
forecasting and sales order management till 
a while later we didn't have the full benefits. 
Over the last few years we've completed the 
end-to-end processes, and what we've 
managed to do is improve our stock position 
dramatically. Not only have we reduced stock 
but we've changed stock. We are now 
holding more critical components which are 
often high value and have reduced the lower 
value, more readily available components. 
The net effect is better availability and a large 
overall reduction. We've really managed to 

stand back and have a good look at the data, 
run some good Pareto analyses, and using 
that data we've been able to manage the 
supply chain better, consolidate supplies, 
improve long term deliveries and make life 
simpler for all concerned. We've given longer 
visibility to our suppliers in terms of 
forecasting, and the knock on benefits to that 
are partly on price but mainly on lead time 
and availability - basically there are no 
surprises. Some of the bigger suppliers 
we've given long term orders to with flexible 
schedules, so they know roughly how much 
per week to deliver.”  As a direct result of this 
the company’s stockholding reduced by over 
£1m and customer lead times were also 
significantly reduced from 12 weeks to 8, 
despite the addition of more comprehensive 
testing and calibration processes being 
added.

123insight Advanced Serial Tracking (AST) 
functionality has been useful for helping FT 
meet its Quality Accreditation needs for 
ISO9000 and ISO14000, along with their 
HALT (Highly Accelerated Lifestyle Testing) 
programme. David noted; “As we came from 
defence/electronics where we've needed full 
traceability, we've followed that through into 
production of mainstream sensors. With AST  
we have full batch traceability and serialised 
boards and units. We can book parts in with 
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unique batches and then issue the batches to 
works orders. We have strict rules internally 
on how many different batches we can 
allocate on a works order, so if we need to 
review for quality reasons we are able to track 
through and see which batches have been 
used on which sensors.”

When attention was drawn to streamlining 
the shop floor processes the company set 
about implementing 123insight’s built in 
Shopfloor Data Collection (SFDC). “When 
we put in the works order management on the 
shop floor and set up the operations that 
would be recorded we also set up barcode 
scanners so that the operators can click on 
and choose the operation results. That’s 
worked very well. Each sensor unit is 
serialised, and within the sensor we have a 
couple of PCBs that are also serialised. 
There's now a link between the internals and 
the top serial number, that's all happened 
using shopfloor data collection.”

FT Technologies’ products have to operate in 
extremely harsh environments,  and 
occasionally need repair. The company 
evaluated whether 123insight’s CRM+ option 
would be suitable, or the dedicated Service 
and Repair option. They opted for the latter, 
which was implemented in 2013. Said David; 
“We decided that Service and Repair was a 
better option as everything was serial tracked 
and we could then have the life history of the 
sensor - from when it was made, to going out 

in the field, to coming back. So we went 
through a program in 2013 to look at that and 
implement it. We have reduced the need for 
another parallel system, which was an 
Access database, and we've got it all on 
123insight. We have better visibility of 
service orders and we've also significantly 
reduced the lead time, which is an important 
aspect for our customers.”

In March 2015 the company upgraded to 
123insight version 10, which delivered new 
functionality such as multi-stage despatch - a 
feature of which David states they plan to 
take full advantage. Other benefits were also 
realised, and David appreciated the simple 
upgrade approach; “In terms of upgrades 
there's been certain things that we've asked 
for and that's come through with some of the 
new functionality. Generally the upgrades 
have gone very smoothly and we've 
managed to continue day-to-day business 
without problem. In the few instances where 
there have been issues 123 Insight have 
been very responsive and we've used the 
Help Desk to sort out whatever we need very 
quickly so we don't lose performance of the 
business.”

As the business has grown and through 
better use of the system, FT Technologies 
have tailored the number of licences in use to 
meet their needs at any given time, starting 
with 3 in 2004 and with 26 in 2015. 
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123insight’s flexible licencing means that 
FT can increase or decrease the number in 
use on a per-month basis. Noted David; 
“We have gone up and down with the 
number of licences in use - once we 
understood how to make better use of the 
system we reduced the number of licences 
and as we brought more people into the 
business we’ve added more.”

FT Technologies also took advantage of 
123 Insight’s Training Assurance, ensuring 
that new staff could be trained while 
keeping control of costs with a fixed number 
of days available for them to use as 
required. That, in combination with the Help 
Desk and Customer Care team on-site 
visits have proven invaluable; “Over the last 
three years we've built up a really strong 
relationship with the Customer Care team, 
and they've been very helpful. It's helped us 
understand the system and how it relates to 
our business, and that's been very useful. 
We've accelerated the implementation 
because of their knowledge and help for 
us.”

Although FT has come a long way since 
their initial implementation, and even 
though the recent upgrade to v10 has 
delivered further benefits there are still 
ongoing plans to expand 123insight’s 
usage. Commented David; “We've made 
massive strides using 123insight - the 
quality and traceability is helping us to get a 
very reliable product into the market, but 
there's still more to do. We still have some 
Excel spreadsheets and Access databases 

and we're working on reducing those. We're 
working with 123 Insight to help us to have 
the right knowledge. Going forward we're 
considering the CRM+ package and also 
integrating the system into our accounts 
which we're working very closely with 123 
Insight on.

FT Technologies are now a recognised 
global player within the wind energy 
marketplace, with over 30% market 
share. With two Queens Awards for 
Industry under their belt the company 
has seen a six-fold increase in sales over 
the 10 year period. David concluded; 
“We started in defence electronics but 
as the wind industry took off we worked 
with a few big OEMs, which was simple 
as there were few orders from a few 
customers. We went from 13 customers 
over 10 years ago to 300 now. Keeping 
up with that wouldn't have been possible 
without using a system like 123insight. I 
think it's very good value for money, and 
the flexibility that it has offered us has 
been very useful as opposed to a larger 
package, which I had experienced in a 
previous company, where you spend an 
awful lot of money up front.”

123 Insight Limited
10 Mill Court, The Sawmills, Durley, Southampton, Hants SO32 2EJ

Tel: +44 (0)1489 860851    Fax: +44 (0)1489 861209    Email: info@123insight.com   Web: www.123insight.com.
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“I think it’s very good value

for money, and the flexibility

that it has offered us has been

very useful, as opposed to 

larger packages where you 

spend an awful lot of money 

up front.”
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